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As there had been a run of purchases on my small CATching canvases it was time to produce some more.  

With some small canvases already purchased a few weeks ago I decided on Tree CATching 1, 2 & 3. 

These were from imagination so once I had the idea the first step was to get the designs down on paper. 

Tree CATching 1 & 2 are 20 x 20 cm square.  Tree CATching 3 slightly larger 21 x 26cm. 

The idea that they will form a trio, but if previous ones are any guide they will sell individually. 

 

Transferred the designs to the canvases.  Changed the position of the cats on no 2 bringing them closer to the 

tree trunk.  Changed the position of the branches on no 3.  Happier with these compositions.  However, having 

photographed them I can see that No3 has lost the roundness of the moon at the bottom right so a quick re-

draw needed before going to paint.  I also need to remember to put the moon markings in. 
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Onto the painting.  Starting with the dark colours blocked in the Cats and the night sky. 

 

 

Then the greys – trees and moon markings. 
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Onto the top paint layers.  Cats and background first.  Then put splodges in the moon markings with light grey 

and the sky mix with white added.  Mid grey on the trees following by different greys marked in with a rigger 

brush. 

 

Painted in the moons white surface and decided that I didn’t like the moon markings – they were too close in 

tone to the trees and harshly outlined.  Looked at some moon images online.  Inspiration struck.  Decided to 

make the moon surface impasto and lighten the markings.  Mixed a minute amount of the sky colour into the 

white to create the palest of blue hue.  Then using the acrylic without any water and 2 stiff brushes started to 

dab.  Working in sections, white all over the surface and on top with pale blue dabs in the marking areas.  

Much better as I have eliminated the lines and created a tone between the trees and the moon. 
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Finishing touches some stars, cats collars and signature.   

 

 

Then into grey floater frames – hubby has created a frame design where the inside of the floater frame is a 

different colour to the outer frame.  So these will be white inside and grey outside. 

 

 

Added to the CATching gallery. 
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http://www.margaretshawartwork.com/catching-available.php

